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Description 

Maintenance engineers have different tools to monitor permanent-way states. These are no 
longer adapted to them: handling, readability, issue interpretation, etc. The idea is to produce a 
digital model for each rail area, which would take up all the permanent-way asset features. 
 
Currently, each tool used by SNCF is only dedicated to one kind of data. It is tedious for operators 
to cross the information and carry out an effective maintenance monitoring. For the maintenance 
manager, it is difficult to have a clear overview of the geographical area for which he is 
responsible. Its objective is to visually make apparent each rail defect, allowing monitoring or 
curing by the teams on site. SNCF would take advantage of the model-authoring opportunity to 
include links for technical documentation. The latter is mandatory for an effective site organization. 
 
Through an intrapreneurship process with several startups, SNCF innovation board allows 
employees to come up with a solution that could bring value to solve the issues. The site three-
dimensional transcription allows to display information coming through various databases. In 
addition to providing a centralized tool for maintenance monitoring, the new solution facilitates the 
permanent-way appropriation to any firm newcomer because there are currently no layout plan 
deliveries in site premises. The technical documentation is tedious to consult by its classification 
system (different numbering and naming following the rail specialty) and the digital model brings 
ergonomic utilization, making more intuitive the information queries. 
 
Asset management is at the heart of rail operations for SNCF. Industrial assets are precious for 
the company and are the key issue for the strategy: maximum train availability with minimum 
costs, ensuring the correct security level for life and property. 
 

  

Learning Objectives 

• Identify the new rail maintenance workflow defined by SNCF network owner, 

• Measure how visual programming add value for data management, 

• Create a smart link between BIM model-authoring and GIS analysis, 

• Explore CDE as the new mobile device for track maintenance on site. 
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Speakers 

 

 

Bérenger Marques is a BIM Maintenance deployment manager for 
SNCF Réseau, the owner of French rail network. Graduated one 
years ago from an engineering school in Paris through 
apprenticeship, he became an intrapreneur due to an internal 
partnership between his company and the PathFinder program. 
This time helped him to get the following vision: “a good manager 
is someone who give the opportunity to his teams to give the best 
of themselves”. 

 
 

 

Quentin Marquette is a former employee of Autodesk Consulting 
EMEA and a skilled engineer on infrastructure projects. Now, 
freelance and owner of his company, he helps his customers to 
complete their digital transitions. 
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SNCF Réseau: company overview 

 

Identity 
 
As a creator of connections, SNCF Réseau is a service provider whose function is to manage 
railway infrastructure in France. It caters to maintenance requirements and allocates network 
capacity among the many rail sector players, working in the general interest and in response to 
the energy transition challenge.  
 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°001: COMPANY BRAND IDENTITY 

 
 
The company is managed by Luc Lallemand, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer from March 
1st, 2020. With more than 15.000 passenger trains per day on the rail network and more than 
1.600 worksites each year, SNCF Réseau carries out complex modernization operations while 
guaranteeing passenger safety and the best possible service. 
 
 

A densely-meshed and highly robust network 
 
The railway map of France has developed over the years with the network now providing 
nationwide links. The network is in a constant state of flux with regular upgrading and 
modernisation operations to consolidate and boost performance. Today 15.000 trains (7.000 of 
these in Paris and its suburbs) are worked each day carrying 5 million passengers and growing 
volumes of freight. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°002: A RELIABLE AND SAFE NETWORK 
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Ambitions 
 
SNCF Réseau’s ambition is to modernise operations for a high-capacity network, on which more 
trains can be worked at greater frequency and in complete safety.  
 
Nouvel’R is a corporate project that sets out SNCF Réseau’s strategic lines of thrust in 
preparation for tomorrow’s network and is geared towards boosting capacity via innovative 
operating systems that combine new working methods with digital technologies. 
 
 

Business model 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°003: KEY WORDS ABOUT THE BUSINESS 
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Context 

 

Initial aim 
 
The software solution presented with this Proof-of-Concept will have two types of use. 
 
First, monitoring teams leading permanent-way areas are ofen located in office premises and 
must have access to the model from their computers. The main goal is to restrict their needs to 
move towards business software, applications or any internal tools specific to a type of data. Staff 
must now have access to all data required from a single federated model. 
 
This tool is set as a solution allowing: 
 

• To visualize the project area: it is sometimes tedious for a site manager to understand 
his monitoring area during his on-boarding assignment. Having a tridimensional model 
representing the real-world context and highlighting vigilance points is mandatory to 
support the internal corporate workforce turnover. Indeed, a proximity manager position 
(DPx) has an average of three years duration, and it is not unusual for a new employee to 
need several months to get ready and ensure the local management, 
 

• To monitor the infrastructure current as-built state and to cross data more easily: 
keep track of a permanent-way route requires to monitor a set of parameters found in 
various databases. It is sometimes tedious to search each information in each respective 
database. The new model makes it possible to federate information in the same place and 
thus drastically limit our research time, 
 

• A redirection link to relevant specific applications: each SNCF business tool has a 
specific purpose and the model implemented must not replace it, the aim is only to federate 
data. Using these traditional tools will remain to perform and achieve an action (and not 
for any data monitoring). In doing it, the HUB model created allows to redirect users to 
each online application. If you click on a rail default symbol, a link appears allowing you to 
switch to the business application, 
 

• To filter intuitively the technical documentation: SNCF is a company having large 
regulation documentation, and it is sometimes difficult to understand or trace standards. 
The aim to filter documentation through the model improve information accessibility for 
maintenance teams. When the user clicks on a component (rail, sleepers, ballast, etc.), a 
weblink give access to the related internal documentation. 

 
Another important part of this project is to improve procurement process. When a new proximity 
manager (DPx) starts his current position, the journey to perform his duty seems tricky. Each 
permanent-way area has its own particularities, and it is sometimes difficult to remember all 
technical details during the first few months spent in the monitoring agency. 
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Implementing a tridimensional model makes possible to visualize and learn much more and faster 
about the geographical area to lead. The proximity manager (DPx) can see at a glance all 
permanent-way areas, list a defects inventory or have data related to the track equipment. 
 
For Paris subregion, users who could potentially be involved by this digital model utilization are 
around 120 agents in the monitoring office (using Navisworks software only). For field workers 
with a tablet on-site, the number of potential users is estimated between 500 and 1.000 people, 
still in Paris and depending on the regeneration operations (using ArcGIS Online as Common 
Data Environment). The main objective is to implement in France this solution in 24 monitoring 
regional centers, and it could impact the daily job of 6.000 users. 
 
 

From a student project to professional implementation 
 
The encounter that triggered the partnership between Autodesk Consulting and SNCF Réseau 
came from a jury of defense related to graduate studies. Bérenger Marques, to validate his 
engineering degree, had to carry out a project to confirm his skills acquired during his studies 
(master diploma for civil engineering, with permanent-way specialty).  
 
The initial project, already focused about BIM Maintenance and data valuation, laid the 
foundations of the process developed in this document. Quentin Marquette, also a former 
student of the EI.CESI school and consultant for Autodesk was assigned to be part of the jury. 
Both people continue to keep relationship and started a new journey together. The choice was 
made to target about infrastructure specialty and model-authoring procedure using Autodesk Civil 
3D and ArcGIS Pro. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°004: CESI ENGINEERING SCHOOL – PARIS NANTERRE CAMPUS 

 
 
Please find enclosed below an overview of the CAD initial model completed on AutoCAD for the 
initial graduation project (mid-2019): 
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FIGURE N°005: INITIAL STUDENT PROJECT USING AUTOCAD 

 
 
Then the commercial release using Autodesk Civil 3D and Dynamo at the end of 2020: 
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FIGURE N°006: BIM D’OR AWARD – PROJECT WINNER FOR INFRASTRUCTURE CATEGORY 

 
 

Autodesk Consulting: a reverse engineering process 
 
Autodesk's named account customers benefit from a broad service offering and many additional 
advantages over traditional clients. Signing of a three-year EBA contract (Enterprise Business 
Agreement) gives access to: 

• A tracker of the daily token consumption for each corporation divisions and geographical 
areas. A Customer Success Manager (CSM) is dedicated to the account and in particular 
assigned to this task, 

• An access to premium support (Enterprise Priority Support) with a dedicated contact (a 
Designated Support Specialist) to supply customer tickets internally towards post-sales 
staff and allowing a better interaction with customer needs, 

• An access to the consulting division, making available experienced technical staff for 
business assistance in customer premises, or for monitoring and compliance missions. 

 
Traditionally, Autodesk’s consultants do not complete model-authoring phase and only provide 
expertise to support engineers allowed to the project. For this mission, it was decided for the first 
time to provide a consultant available to achieve the project using Autodesk tools, and for 
demonstrate quickly the technical feasibility of the workflow. Normally, this reverse engineering 
process is not used because customer assistance is provided on long-term assignments, 
something which was impossible for this case due to limited time milestones. 
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The service confirmation order with Autodesk Consulting made possible to create a digital model 
(using Autodesk Civil 3D and Dynamo for Civil 3D) usable in the office (with Autodesk 
Navisworks), or on-site with a GIS collaborative platform (ESRI ArcGIS Online).  
 
The site three-dimensional model allows to display information coming through various 
databases. In addition to provide a centralized and common tool for maintenance monitoring, the 
new solution facilitates the permanent-way appropriation to any firm newcomer because there are 
currently no layout plan deliveries in site premises. 
 
 

Le Moniteur – BIM d’Or Award 
 
Organized by the two French press magazines ‘Le Moniteur’ and ‘Les Cahiers Techniques du 
Bâtiment’, the BIM d'Or Award ceremony rewards the best projects carried out using digital model 
according to two grade levels: silver prizes by project category and a global gold prize for all 
categories winner.  
 
The ‘BIM d'Or’ winner will be selected by a jury made up of users and BIM experts, from among 
all the project applications received. The trophy will be awarded to the candidate or joint-venture 
who has completed an exceptional project or presented the most exemplary approach. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°007: SILVER PRIZES AND GOLD “BIM D’OR” AWARD 

 
 
The competition remains a unique opportunity for owners, consultancies, contractors, and 
industrial companies to spotlight their collaborative processes and the beginning of their digital 
transitions. During the 2020 ceremony, teams were rewarded for projects carried out in France 
and overseas through the following categories: 

• Project less than 1.000m² for new construction or under renovation: this trophy is 
awarded to a team that promotes the use of BIM for a project of less than 1.000 m² under 
construction or renovation, 
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• New project between 1.000m² and 30.000m²: this trophy is awarded to a team that 
promotes the use of BIM for a project between 1.000 m² and 30.000 m² under construction, 

• Project between 1.000m² and 30.000m² under renovation: this trophy is awarded to a 
team that promotes the use of BIM for a project between 1.000 m² and 30.000 m² under 
renovation, 

• New project greater than 30.000m²: this trophy is awarded to a team that promotes the 
use of BIM for a project over 30.000 m² under construction, 

• Project greater than 30.000 m² under renovation: this trophy is awarded to a team that 
promotes the use of BIM for a project over 30.000 m² under renovation, 

• Infrastructure project: this trophy is awarded to a team that promotes the use of BIM for 
an infrastructure project in France, 

• Project in operation and/or maintenance: this trophy is awarded to a team, for a project, 
regardless of its size, and which promotes the use of BIM in operation and/or maintenance. 

• City Information Modeling (CIM) project: this trophy is awarded to a team, for a project, 
regardless of its size, and which promotes the use of the digital model on a regional scale 
area, 

• International building project: this trophy is awarded to a French team that promotes 
the use of BIM for a building project constructed outside of France territory, 

• International infrastructure project: this trophy is awarded to a French team that makes 
the promotion of the use of BIM for an infrastructure project built outside of France territory, 

• Pioneer and original approach: this trophy is awarded to a team for an original and 
innovative initiative of less than three years, implementing BIM tools or expanding their 
use cases. 

 
The Juvisy HUB Sector project initially named in the “Operation and/or Maintenance” category 
was chosen by the jury for a silver award and won the “Infrastructure” category. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°008: SILVER AWARD IN INFRASTRUCTURE CATEGORY 
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Juvisy station: model-authoring design phase 

 

Permanent-way 
 
Permanent-way model-authoring is splitted in two geographical regions: 

• A main set of tracks composed of eight corridors, region on which the workflow feasibility 
for a large-scale implementation will be judged by the customer, 

• Two auxiliaries sets of traks (East and West) for visualization in the overall model, and 
to demonstrate to the customer how the model-authoring process can differe. 

 

Main set of tracks 
 
The main set is composed of tracks n°EV1, n°V1, n°V1bis, n°V2, n°V2bis, n°V5, n°V6 and 
n°V7 between the kilometer stations 18+600 and 19+700 (start and end abscissa). Each 
corridor is created with the traditional model-authoring process merging horizontal 
alignment, vertical section view and subassemblies. An on-site landmark surveyed allows 
to configure the curvilinear offset of the alignment in Autodesk Civil 3D. 
 
Unfortunately, CAD polylines which must represent alignments in the topographic input 
data file are discredited (succession of segments, without any tangency information or 
curve radii and spirals). So, it won’t be possible to calculate and apply any cant (although 
it could be possible to recreate the theoretical geometry of the horizontal alignment). Three 
subassemblies (.pkt) were created with the Subassembly Composer to generate the 
corridor: one dedicated to the rail, the second for the sleeper’s cross-sections, and the last 
one for the ballast. The main set of tracks is spotlighted in blue just below. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°009: MAIN SET OF TRACKS 
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Alignment geometry reconstitution: the layout plan delivered by the land surveyor also 
includes a lasergrammetry survey area for station platform decks. Some 3D polylines are 
provided for concrete edges, alignments, and rail centerlines. 
 

 
Lasergrammetry area (3D) for platforms 

 
2D layout plan  

(out of platforms area, without elevation) 
 

FIGURE N°010: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INPUT DATA AND INTERNAL ASSETS 

 
 
To create alignments, the input 3D polylines are copied and pasted into a new drawing. 
Using the CONVERT3DPOLYS command allow to transform it as 2D CAD polylines, set 
null value for the elevation in the properties pane and bring it back into the initial drawing.  
 
These new 2D components (initially 3D lasergrammetry area) are mergered to others 
existing 2D polylines on land surveying layout plan (areas before and after the 
lasergrammetry platforms decks). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°011: CAD POLYLINES CONVERTED AS ALIGNMENTS (DISCREDITED) 
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Corollary: it was also sometimes mandatory to transform 2D components into 3D 
components by dropping it on TIN surface (i.e. projecting 2D polylines to transform it into 
feature lines allowing the model-authoring of auxiliaries sets of tracks). It is important to 
keep a logic for AutoCAD layers naming, to be able to have the right object category and 
proceed correctling inputs during the modeling process. Example of convention naming: 
“Prefix – 2D” or “3D – Operation performed – Additional suffix”. Also, help you by 
properties filters in the layer manager. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°012: CAD LAYER STRUCTURE USED FOR THE PROJECT 

 
 
Implement an offset value at the alignment origin (Station Control) was used for each track, 
to represent the real stations/abscissas named “Kilometer Points” (PK) in France. The 
value in kilometer must be fixed in meters in Autodesk Civil 3D to be taken in consideration. 
Enclosed below for track n°V1, we applied a 18385.07m station control. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°013: STATION CONTROL ALLOWS CURVILINEAR OFFSET OF THE ALIGNMENT 

 
 
In order to determine these station controls for each alignment, we used a hectometric 
landmark included in the survey layout plan (CAD block reference). Using alignment 
labels, we were able to read the initial station value of the block projection on the 
alignment. With mathematical formula “On-site station of the landmark – station value 
read by block projection” we calculate station controls for each alignment (do forget 
when you create initially an alignment, the station orign value is always equal to zero). 
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FIGURE N°014: ON-SITE LANDMARK USED TO FIX THE ALIGNMENT STATION CONTROL 

 
 
Once the horizontal alignment design is completed, project profile lines and vertical profile 
views are created for the main set of tracks. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°015: VERTICAL PROFILE VIEWS FOR THE MAIN SET OF TRACKS 

 
 

Vertical project profile lines are designed with the CREATEBESTFITALIGNMENT 
command. To anticipate future Dynamo scripts (.dyn), it is very important to standardize 
the naming of these profile lines following a convention: Project line (EV1), Project line 
(V1), Project line (V1bis), Project line (V2), etc. 
 
The customer requested to break down in three differents .pkt the track equipment: 

• One subassembly for rails (two shapes), 

• One subassembly for the sleeper shape, 

• One subassembly for the ballast shape. 
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FIGURE N°016: CUSTOMIZED SUBASSEMBLIES CREATED FOR CORRIDOR DESIGN 

 
 
The aim is to create corridors with multiple subassemblies fixed on the same baseline. 
This not-standard configuration will allow the monitoring staff to obtain different region 
distributions for rails, sleepers shape and ballast. This maintenance approach was never 
completed before for design or engineering model-authoring process. The subassemblies 
are conceived to have one common point and to ensure the merging structure during track 
equipment reconstruction in the project. Subassemby Composer (SAC) was used to define 
the .pkt files. 
 
However, the cant parameters (superelevation equivalent for the rail) are not defined in 
these proof-of-concept’s subbassemblies. It will not be possible to use cant calculation 
wizard, due to current input data which do not allow it (discredited polylines, and we can 
only apply cant on curves with Autodesk Civil 3D). 

 
 

Auxiliaries sets of tracks (East and West) 
 
The auxiliaries sets of tracks represent all the other tracks available in the initial CAD 
layout plan and that do not belong to the main set of tracks. There is a set of tracks on the 
East side (historic passenger building for rapid transit RER D) and another to the West 
side (new passenger building for rapid transit RER C). For the West auxiliary set of tracks, 
the creation of the new passenger building resulted in the removal of some old tracks to 
allow road access ramp building connection to existing bridges. These modifications were 
not surveyed in the CAD input data plan, which explains why the road access ramp 
intersects to some permanent-way components in the digital model. 
 
For auxiliaries sets of tracks, model-authoring was completed quickly with feature lines 
approach and using subassemblies. This corridor design way do not permit station control, 
neither to apply cant (please remember cant calculation is only restricted to the traditional 
design approach: horizontal geometry using rail alignment, then vertical view design and 
apply subassemblies to build the corridor). The feature lines used to create corridors are 
obtained by dropping the existing 2D CAD centerlines (AutoCAD polylines) on TIN surface. 
Unlike the main set of tracks, here will be applied generic Civil 3D subassemblies, coming 
from rail library tool palette. There will not have any custom .pkt files definition with 
Subassembly Composer. These auxiliaries sets of tracks are only build for visual 
representation in the federated model, and are out-of-scope in the customer specifications 
contract. The auxiliaries sets of tracks are spotlighted in blue just below (East and West). 
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FIGURE N°017: AUXILIARIES SETS OF TRACKS (EAST AND WEST) 

 
 
Corridors were created using feature lines and generic rail subassembly. This approach 
was chosen due to speed design, and especially because the standard subassembly is 
provided by the rail module since Civil 3D 2019.1 release. To convert 2D CAD centerlines 
to smart feature lines (AEC objects), use the “Create Feature Lines From Objects” 
function. Do not forget to name your feature line (available after in the prospector listing) 
and to assign elevation based on TIN Surface (create a surface with only head of rail 
points surveyed on-site). 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE N°018: FEATURE LINES CREATION 
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Feature lines can be modified easily with dedicated edition commands. It allows to modify 
elevation, set grades and slopes, add intersection points, and so on, directly from selected 
ribbon. Edition listing permit to smooth future corridor baseline if the initial TIN surface 
projection is degraded, but be careful because the process is extremely time consuming. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°019: FEATURE LINES EDITION 

 
 
Important note: remember that feature lines do not permit to offset the origin value 
(station control). This is only available for alignments (horizontal geometry). So, it could 
be difficult to find your way in the model without landmark if you are fully targeting this type 
of model-authoring. Moreover, feature lines allow to visualize vertical profiles (quick 
views), but without any edition of the vertical project line (i.e. slopes and grades). Be 
careful to what you are really seeking to do. 
 
Designing corridors: each corridor is built adding generic rail subassembly to the 
baseline. Unfortunately the initial CAD 2D centerlines were not joined as only one single 
polyline by the land surveyor. The model-authoring process using Autodesk Civil 3D was 
long and tedious to add manually the subassembly to multiple baselines. Remember to 
check the quality of your input data before starting to deliver. At the end, there will be here 
as many baselines as there are feature lines per auxiliary set of tracks. In expand view, 
you can find the details enclosed below: 
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FIGURE N°020: CORRIDOR BASELINES DEFINITION USING FEATURE LINES 

 
 
And now in collapse view all the feature lines in the corridor definition (for only one auxiliary 
set of track, in this case the East side): 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°021: CORRIDOR PARAMETERS VIEW (REDUCED) 
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When creating the corridors (including several tracks and multiple baseline geometries), 
the software completes the model-authoring process feature line by feature line. It could 
take a little time depending on your computer performance. In this case, we applied the 
same generic subassembly (named “Internal_Multi_Track”) for all the baselines, whether 
for tracks in service, turnouts or crossovers: 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°022: INITIAL METRIC RAIL SUBASSEMBY (COMING WITH 2019.1 RELEASE) 

 
 

Bridges 
 
Bridge structures overhanging Juvisy Station will be designed from a scratch using an InfraWorks 
Model Builder. Detailed plans are not in the project scope. The structures will keep the default 
piers and deck families, without Inventor cross-section optimizations. The main goal is to insert 
the as-built concrete deck in the final federated model. Connection points will be respected in 
order to integrate the structures as well as possible into the 3D GIS terrain. Merging Civil 3D TIN 
Surface and ArcGIS Pro terrain is out-of-scope. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°023: INFRAWORKS SITE MODEL BUILDER 
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InfraWorks planning roads are converted to component roads to allow bridge design between two 
given stations (abscissas). A component road is then created following horizontal and vertical 
bridge geometries, before applying the structures. An .imx export is performed to bring back 3D 
Solids in Autodesk Civil 3D. These are configured as groups (maintain Ctrl+H to ungroup). 
 
Important note: during the project delivery, InfraWorks and Civil 3D 2021.0 releases were not 
yet available so it was not possible to benefit from the "bridge" smart object newly included in the 
prospector. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°024: BRIDGES IN CIVIL 3D AND RECOGNIZED AS 3D SOLIDS (2020 RELEASE) 

 
 

Train station platforms 

 
The train station platforms will be designed following the edges obtained by the lasergrammetry 
survey (for rapid transit RER C side). However for the rapid transit RER D side, it will be necessary 
to use input survey drawing (traditional CAD points). The station platform model-authoring 
process consists using the feature line approach with an adaptive subassembly and targeting 
mode (offset and elevation). When defining an existing platform edge as a baseline (converted 
before as a feature line), it is possible to point towards the opposite edge (also converted as a 
feature line) to redesign the civil engineering as-built on-site. 
 
The 3D polylines resulting from the lasergrammetry survey are directly converted into feature lines 
(no elevation edition). Before operating the process, take in consideration the correct direction of 
the initial polyline: stations values must increase in the Paris → region way. The permanent-way 
alignment’s direction is not linked to the rolling stock traffic circulation. To reverse the direction of 
a 3D polyline before converting it to feature line, use the _PEDIT command (polyline edit). 
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An adaptive .pkt using Subassembly Composer (SAC) is created. The latter is used for each 
platform corridor model-authoring and uses guidance targets (offset and elevation). By convention 
in our case, it must be based on the left-side feature line of the station platform (way from Paris 
to region). Target mapping must be completed on the opposite edge platfrom, that means the 
right-side feature line (and it justified why the two feature lines must be built in the same direction). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°025: PLATFORM STATIONS CREATION USING AUTODESK SUBASSEMBLY COMPOSER 

 
 

The subassembly (.pkt file format) is built using multiple points and lines establishing geometric 
shapes. There are four kind of components: 

▪ The upper slab which tilt according to feature lines elevations, the total width of the station 
platform is varying according to the planimetric offset of the boundary edges, 

▪ An inner L-shaped border (on the corridor left-side, that means near the baseline path), 
which is always vertical (SNCF standard regulation for platforms), 

▪ An outer L-shaped border (on the corridor right-side, that means attached to the 
opposite edge of the baseline path), which is also always vertical, 

▪ An interior filling that will make visible as a technical backfill 3D Solid. 
 
Standard codifications will be used to generate project data (not customized in .code file system): 

▪ "Top" code to generate the project TIN Surface of the upper slab (link code), 
▪ “Top” code to extract upper slab 3D Solids (shape code), 
▪ "Base" code for L-shaped borders (shape code), 
▪ "Backfill" code for technical backfill (shape code). 

 
Input parameters are included to edit subassembly geometry in Autodesk Civil 3D if necessary. 
When creating corridor, default values set in Subassembly Composer were used. 
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FIGURE N°026: PARAMETERS FOR PLATFORM STATIONS 

 
 
When creating the corridor, do not forget to set target mapping for the “Slab_offset” and 
“Slab_elevation” guidance parameters. As a reminder, each station platform is built on the left-
side feature line (from Paris to region) and must target (in offset and elevation) on the right-side 
feature line, which is the opposite edge. Without it, the subassembly will not be adaptive but 
theoretical (applying parameters indicated in the “input/output” dialog box). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°027: TARGETS IN AUTODESK SUBASSEMBLY COMPOSER 
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FIGURE N°028: TARGET MAPPING IS THE MOST IMPORTANT OPERATION FOR PARAMETRIC DESIGN PHASE 

 
 
The model-authoring process is completed for the lasergrammetry area and is detailed just below: 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°029: CORRIDORS OBJECT VIEWER IN AUTODESK CIVIL 3D 
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Station canopies 
 
Canopies are auxiliaries corridors based on previous station platforms projects. There are also 
designed with the same feature line approach, applying an adaptive subassembly. A typical cross-
section (.pkt file format) was created with Subassembly Composer (SAC) and also requires target 
mapping. After editing the initial station platform project, you are also able to regenerate the 
station canopy project (automatically or manually). 
 
Before creating canopy corridors, it is mandatory to extract the previous project surface from the 
platforms slabs. To do this, go to the properties of the corridor, and extract a TIN Surface using 
the "Top" link code (cf. Subassembly Composer codification). Do not forget to apply the general 
boundary of the corridor to avoid some misundersting triangulation modeling. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°030: PROJECT TIN SURFACES COMING FROM PREVIOUS PLATFORM STATIONS CORRIDORS 

 
 
The subassembly created for the canopies retains the same model-authoring technical hypothesis 
as for the station platforms: the baseline must be the left-side feature line (still following direction 
from Paris to region), then target mapping designate the opposite platform edge (right-side feature 
line), but only with an offset parameter this time (no elevation target here). 
 
To implement correctly the foundations, user must use a surface target based on station platform 
project TIN Surface extracted just before (using “Top” link codification). Do not forget to complete 
target mapping for the opposite feature line (right-side). 
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FIGURE N°031: STATION CANOPIES IN AUTODESK SUBASSEMBLY COMPOSER 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°032: TARGET MAPPING IN AUTODESK CIVIL 3D 
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Underground structures 
 
The underground structures are designed using the traditional model-authoring process: 
horizontal alignment, vertical profile view and applying subassembly. Geometrical dimensions will 
depend on the input data resources available with the topographic survey (there are no 3D scans 
available inside the underground structures). A subassembly (.pkt file format) was designed with 
Subassembly Composer (SAC), involving some hypothesis for the defaut dimensions. To allow 
future edition, some dynamic parameters were implemented with also guidance targets. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°033: UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES ALIGNMENTS 

 
 

 

 

 
FIGURE N°034: UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES VERTICAL PROFILE VIEWS 
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The adaptive subassembly created with Subassembly Composer has only lateral guide targets 
for the outer concrete shape (no inner shape parameters), but still allows some geometric 
dimension editions. The final visualisation of these underground structures is completely arbitrary 
as it was not possible to complete all the linear modeling (lack of input data due to the creation of 
a new passenger building in the East-side). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°035: ADAPTATIVE UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES SUBASSEMBLY 

 
 
Baseline application for this subassembly is at the lower excavation level (under the concrete 
inferior slab). This hypothesis must be provided for the vertical project line design in the vertical 
profile view (if needed, do not forget to apply vertical offset functions in vertical design). The 
rendering in the Navisworks federated model is detailed below:  
 

 
 

FIGURE N°036: UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES IN AUTODESK NAVISWORKS 
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Buildings 
 
It was not possible to have the digital models of the new passenger building built by the 
architecture company and contractors for Juvisy Sud station. Only the SNCF Réseau’s 
maintenance buildings on the central station platform will be represented. These will only be 3D 
Solids, extruded from initial 2D polylines (land surveyor input data). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°037: BUILDING MODELING (OUT OF PERMANENT-WAY SCOPE) 

 
 

Synthesis 
 
The design process for Autodesk Civil 3D and using data shortcuts is detailed in the diagram 
enclosed below. 
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Input data issues 

 

Survey layout plans 
 
Part of the permanent-way area was captured using lasergrammetry (accuracy tolerance not 
indicated by the service provider), especially near station platforms. The layout plan was produced 
by traditional land surveying process: robotic total station and/or GNSS stick (Global Navigation 
Satellite System). The projected coordinate system in both cases is French RGF93.CC49 (EPSG 
code 3949). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°038: CAD INPUT DATA – LAYOUT PLAN 

 
 
This document will be the most important basis for model-authoring. The first objective was to 
isolate the CAD layers with elevation data, allowing to create the existing ground surface (one 
general surface for as-built points, another dedicated to head of rail and allow polyline dropping 
to convert it in feature lines). 
 
Unfortunately, a lot of processing efforts had to be completed before due to points implementation. 
There are correctly positioned in X/Y (in two dimensions), but with null altimetry (Z=0) as shown 
in the images below.  
 
Regarding the labels, the text indicates the elevation of the point. Unfortunately the insertion point 
of the text is not exactly positioned on the same X/Y coordinates surveyed for the point.  
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FIGURE N°039: CAD INPUT DATA – LAND SURVEYING 

 
 

  

 
FIGURE N°040: CAD INPUT DATA – LAND SURVEYING ISSUES 

 
 
With this input data configuration, it is not possible to interact easily on each points (which are 
traditional AutoCAD points). It will be more easy to trick on the texts to complete the TIN Surface 
modeling. The first step will be to adjust the text implementations with their elevation values, using 
the MOVETEXTTOELEVATION command. Be careful before use this command, you must have 
at least have created a TIN Surface, even if it is empty of any definition.   
 
We can also retrieve this command by selecting our blank TIN Surface through the prospector, 
and choose in the ribbon the function "Move the text to an altitude" (function group "Move to 
the surface"). Once completed, the text insertion points changed elevation in line with the value 
displayed. You have to perform the operation for all points (use large scale selection). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°041: AUTOCAD – COMMAND BAR WITH POINT ELEVATION MODIFIED 
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Now, the aim is to fix text insertion labels on exact AutoCAD point positioning (X/Y). For this, you 
need to create a LISP following the routine here: https://www.cadtutor.net/forum/topic/37515-
moving-text-block-to-adjacent-point/.  
 
Copy and paste in Notepad the program drafted by the user Lee Mac. Save the file as .txt, then 
rename directly the extension file format as .lsp. Load the LISP in Autodesk Civil 3D with 
APPLOAD command and execute it on all points. Insertion text labels must move and be 
repositioned on nearby points. Once checked, define the existing ground TIN Surface on text 
labels now correctly implemented in X/Y/Z (and not on the AutoCAD points objects still in 2D). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°042: CIVIL 3D MODEL-AUTHORING – TIN SURFACE 

 
 
Unfortunately the accuracy of the TIN Surface based on CAD remains degraded. Improve surface 
by elevation treatments (low-pass and high-pass filters) will not fix all the defects. In addition, land 
surveying providers do not spread points by groups of points in several CAD layers (i.e. CAD 
layer for rail, CAD layer for station platforms, CAD layer for ballast, etc.). The input data is difficult 
to use, and it could be an issue for any other network owner.  
 
Ideally, we should have coded points (attributes with the point number, elevation and codification), 
but it is not the case here. It will involve geometric shocks during polyline transcriptions as feature 
lines through dropping operations on TIN Surface. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°043: CHECK INPUT DATA ACCURACY TO AVOID TO FIX THIS KIND OF ISSUES AFTER 

https://www.cadtutor.net/forum/topic/37515-moving-text-block-to-adjacent-point/
https://www.cadtutor.net/forum/topic/37515-moving-text-block-to-adjacent-point/
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Reality capture – LiDAR technology 
 
Before being able to master the complete chain of reality capture acquisitions by dynamic laser 
scanner, SNCF Réseau acquired its own equipment in 2013 and the choice was focused on a 
Riegl VMX-450 system in its rail version. In order to explore new uses for this kind of data, the 
company started in 2014 an acquisition campaign, scanning 10.000 kilometers of tracks and 
allowing to check the compliance of itineraries dedicated to exceptional transport. It was also 
during this period that a specific division dedicated to tridimensional data was created. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°044: RIEGL VMX-450 DYNAMIC LASER SCANNER - MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN - 2014 

 
 
The first questions about data storage appeared. How to store and access such volumes of data 
(around 1TB per acquisition per day and for around 200 kilometers)? SNCF Réseau created a 
dedicated storage room connected to a fiber optic network. The usecases for tridimensional data 
increased: technical studies, land surveying, layout plans, equipment’s geolocation, etc. The 
company understood the usefulness of such data and wished to develop its use. 
 
SNCF Réseau aims to digitize its entire operated rail network. Former experiences showed that 
only one technology will not achieve the desired completeness. It was therefore necessary to 
implement several means of measurements using different methodologies, with the acquisition of 
measurement trolleys (making it possible to make the junction between station areas and rail 
lines), as well as new static laser scanners such as the Riegl VZ-400i machine. 
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FIGURE N°045: NIGHT SURVEY BY STATIC LASER SCANNER (LEICA P40) - PARIS NORD STATION - 2016 

 
 
For data centralization and how disseminate it, SNCF Réseau started with a web mapping 
interface, allowing each employee to access information without requiring specific software (i.e.  
GIS tools). Developments have been carried out internally for: 

• Allow data addition by the supplier using a point cloud metadata sheet, 

• Authorize a rough layout of the geographic acquisitions boundary and add metadata, 

• Allow a better appearance as a normalized digital surface model (nMNS) of reality 
capture acquisitions. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°046: WEB MAPPING INTERFACE 
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For the project, two point clouds were retrieved from the internal portal: 

• Juvisy Nord (rapid transit RER D), used for East-side auxiliary set of tracks. 

• Juvisy Sud (rapid transit RER C), used for the principal set of tracks and West-side 
auxiliary set of tracks. 

  
Each section is divided into a multitude of sub-point clouds. The exchange file format is .las (Lidar 
Aerial Survey). Reality capture acquisition is defined following RGF93.Lambert 93 projection 
system (EPSG code 2154). Reprojections must be completed to transcribe initial files into 
RGF93.CC49 projection system (EPSG code 3949). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°047: POINT CLOUDS USED IN RECAP PRO 

 
 
At the same time we completed coordinates reprojection, the point clouds were converted to 
.rcs/.rcp file formats (ReCap Scan and ReCap Project) to display in the Navisworks federated 
model. They will be reused with their native file format (.las) for displaying it in ArcGIS Pro (.zlas 
compressed LiDAR files). It had been initially scheduled to generate several breaklines using 
InfraWorks with these point clouds (allowing CAD improvement for some degraded inputs data), 
but the task was not completed due to a lack of time. 
 
 

Cant representation 
 
Rail cant cannot be applied when the alignment (horizontal geometry) is discredited and when 
you have succession of multiple small segments (i.e. when you try to convert a CAD polyline that 
must represent a centerline but the geometry do not really allows to use it as an alignment).  

A rail centerline is often acquired with these kind of input data: 

• From land surveying plan: 3D polylines are created by linking each on-site point one by one, 

• LandXML exports from other software (especially from other corporation portfolios), 

• CAD conversion from raster images (.tiff, .jpeg) with vectorize operations. 
 
On the left picture you can observe a discredited curve: multitude of segments, resulting from the 
conversion of a CAD polyline in a Civil 3D alignment. On the right picture you can observe a non-
discredited railway layout (succession of geometric elements respecting tangent, with circular 
radii or spiral connections): 
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FIGURE N°048: CORRECT TRACK DESIGN ON LAYOUT PLAN IS THE KEY TO THE SUCCESS 

 
 
To apply cant, you need to have a Civil 3D rail alignment with curves. For the moment it is only 
possible to launch cant calculation on the curves geometry and not on lines geometry, that must 
not generate issues for most permanent-way projects, even if this technical configuration (apply 
cant on lines) is very rare except for some tramways in the United-Kingdom. 
 
Juvisy project corridors will require three different subassemblies to fill customer expectations. 
Following permanent-way components (rails, sleepers shape and ballast), the region lengths are 
non-regular. That involve to program cant calculation in each subassembly when creating .pkt 
files with Subassembly Composer (SAC).  
 

 
 

FIGURE N°049: CUSTOMIZED RAIL SUBASSEMBLY 
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FIGURE N°050: CUSTOMIZED SLEEPERS SHAPE (TIE) SUBASSEMBLY 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°051: CUSTOMIZED BALLAST SUBASSEMBLY 
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Applying three different subassemblies on the same baseline made it possible to extract 3D Solids 
supplied with different region lengths, and match to the site maintenance requirements. On the 
left picture, you can see the traditional Autodesk Civil 3D model-authoring process and on the 
other picture the kind of fragmentation expected by SNCF Réseau (for illustrative purpose): 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°052: TRADITIONAL DESIGN PROCESS VS CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS FOR MAINTENANCE 

 
 

Discussions with Autodesk development teams made it possible to pick out the following solution 
for the workflow implementation at the country scale: 

• Permanent-way corridors will only be designed using a ballast subassembly. The latter 
will be programmed to allow cant calculations, 

• Rails will be displayed by feature lines using the new functionality "Create" in the function 
group "Rail centerlines". The 3D solids will be directly created using Dynamo for Civil 3D 
following feature line path, then by reading elevation through vertical project line and 
applying cant data available in new rail bands in profile views, 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°053: NEW FUNCTIONNALITIES IN RAIL MODULE (NEED AT LEAST A 2020 RELEASE) 

 
 

• Sleepers objects will also be implemented by Dynamo for Civil 3D, with preliminary list  
management to identify the different areas between timber sleepers and concrete 
sleepers. The cant application will be taken into account by reading the relative data in the 
rail bands in profile views. 
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Database asset management 

 
Currently, each tool used by SNCF handle only one data type. Excel spreadsheets (.xlsx) were 
exported regularly by robots to be reused in Dynamo scripts. Ad hoc flows to bring data are used 
waiting to develop new IT processes for continuous connection directly on databases. Theses 
technical improvements are out-of-scope for this project in 2020. 
 
 

‘DEFRAILS’ database (rail defects) 
 
Internal tools allow to have a census of track rail defects, according to a codification ranking the 
defect following its gravity. The defects inventory is based on geographical location and by gravity. 
Each defect has comments enclosed in a folder. The defects database can filter by permanent-
way areas, allowing to find data more easily. The native spreadsheet export has rough layout, 
that’s why maintenance teams are using robots to convert, standardize layout and automatize the 
ad hoc process. 
 
The objectives of rail monitoring are: 

• Minimize the occurrence of events reducing the passenger safety level and/or affecting 
the rolling-stock traffic regularity (rail breaks, warning classification defects, etc.), 

• Visualize the state of permanent-way assets, in order to make the best decisions among 
the different options offered by the maintenance policy (track monitoring with local 
component replacement or full track renewal). 

 
The "DEFRAILS" spreadsheet (rail defects) database export consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A / Column deliberately left blank 

Column B EVEN District premise name 

Column C UNITE Unit name 

Column D / No name 

Column E SECTEUR DPX Area (under the proximity manager responsibility) 

Column F LIGNE Rail line number 

Column G VOIE Track ID 

Column H VOIE (GRISE) Track ID (standardized codification) 

Column I FILE Rail section (left of right) 

Column J / No name 

Column K PK DEFAUT Defect station (abscissa) 

Column L LOCA. Defect location 

Column M 
CODE ABOUT / 
SEGMENT 

Rail / near joint / welding / damage 

Column N TYPE DE JOINT Joint type 
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Column O CODE DEFAUT Defect code 

Column P DATE DE RETRAIT Deadline 

Column Q CLASS. Ranking 

Column R INTER. Intervention 

Column S JOUR RESTANT Number of days before intervention 

Column T DATE DU JOUR Today date 

Column U REPRISE Upcoming 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°054: ‘DEFRAILS’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (RAIL DEFECTS) 

 
 

‘GEOVOIE’ database (defects in track geometry) 
 
All defects in track geometry are listed in a document accessible online. The defects are ranked 
following their station (abscissa), the considered track ID and also following others parameters 
allowing their codification. GEOVOIE is an internal tool and a critical pillar for permanent-way 
monitoring. All data can be exported simply as an Excel spreadsheet without additional 
development. 
 
The "GEOVOIE" spreadsheet (defects in track geometry) database export consists of the 
following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 
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Column A SECTEUR DPX Area (under the proximity manager responsibility) 

Column B LIGNE Rail line number 

Column C VOIE Track ID 

Column D PK DEFAUT Defect station (abscissa) 

Column E LONGUEUR Defect length 

Column F N° APPAREIL Turnout denomination 

Column G CANAL Defect type 

Column H VALEUR Current value (internal codification) 

Column I VALEUR INITIALE Initial value 

Column J VMAX Traffic speed limit 

Column K UIC UIC codification assigned to the track (1 to 9) 

Column L ZER Fast-changing area (yes or no) 

Column M CLASS. Ranking 

Column N 
DATE LIMITE DE 
REPRISE 

Action deadline 

Column O JOURS RESTANTS Number of days before action deadline 

Column P REPRISE Upcoming 

Column Q / Column deliberately left blank 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°055: ‘GEOVOIE’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (DEFECTS IN TRACK GEOMETRY) 
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‘AD’ database (expansion joints) 
 
This database is actually an extract from a more complex 
database. Initially, this data must not be incorporated into the 
digital model, but things changed to push the concept forward.  
 
Expansion joints are rarely moved or renewed on site. The 
data does not have the same codification following 
geographical districts, so the aim was to spotlight critical data 
to bring feedbacks and use robots in the future to define and 
automatize the adopted simplified database layout. 

  
FIGURE N°056: EXPANSION JOINT PLACED BEFORE BRIDGE AREA 

 
The "AD" spreadsheet (expansion joints) database export consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A / No name 

Column B / No name 

Column C VOIE Track ID 

Column D LIGNE Rail line number 

Column E PK Equipment station (abscissa) 

Column F SECTEUR Area (under the proximity manager responsibility) 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°057: ‘AD’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (EXPANSION JOINTS) 
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‘JIC’ database (glued insulated joints) 
 
The glued insulating joints stop the electrical continuity in the Continuous Welded Rails (CWR). 
They are exposed to significant mechanical efforts. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°058: GLUED INSULATED JOINTS LINKING TWO RAIL SECTIONS 

 
 
This spreadsheet is a local district expectation to include in this Proof-of-Concept. An equipment 
inventory was created by the maintenance team and they required to implement it the digital 
model. The aim is to spotlight the possibility to include additional local data in the process, even 
if it is not necessarily included in national database. District and permanent-way areas could 
differe a lot following the geographical region (i.e. dense traffic in Paris region). 
 
However, there are standardization needs within SNCF group, and starting from a local 
expectation about a technical topic can improve the national data census. Moreover, highlighting 
these topics (which are not mandatory expected from proximity managers or could seems not 
enough accurate) can only improve trackability and monitoring itinaries quality. 
 
The "JIC" spreadsheet (glued insulated joints) database export consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A LIGNE Rail line number 

Column B / No name 

Column C VOIE Track ID 

Column D PK Equipment station (abscissa) 

Column E NUMÉRO Equipment ID 
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FIGURE N°059: ‘JIC’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (GLUED INSULATED JOINTS) 

 
 

‘ADV’ database (turnouts) 
 
A turnout is a device ensuring the track continuity for a chosen itinary between the main track or 
a diverted track (with secant layout or tangent layout). There are of two types of devices: 

• Point switch (turnout), 

• Diamond crossing. 

 
The point switch (turnout) is a track device which allows the rolling stock circulation following two 
(or more) itinaries having a common branch. The diamond crossing is a track device allowing 
rolling stock circulation between two intersecting tracks 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°060: SINGLE TURNOUT (LEFT) AND DOUBLE DIAMOND CROSSING WITH SLIPS (RIGHT) 
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As previous expansion joint database, this one is also an export coming from a more complex 
database. Ad hoc spreadsheets layout was thought for these Proof-of-Concept’ requirements. In 
the future, robots will define and automatize the adopted simplified database layout. The main 
difference for the turnout database is the amount of data, more important than others database, 
and we had to check that readability was not jeopardized by the completeness informations. 
 
The "ADV" spreadsheet (turnouts) database export consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A APPAREIL N° Device ID 

Column B POSE EN Date of implementation 

Column C TYPE Device type 

Column D EQUIPE Brigade name 

Column E LIGNE Line 

Column F N° LIGNE Rail line number 

Column G GARE If implemented in train station area 

Column H POSTE Workstation 

Column I / No name 

Column J / No name 

Column K VOIE Main track ID 

Column L KM Device station (abscissa) 

Column M FAMILLE B  Monitoring test category B (Type 1 or type 2) 

Column N 
PROCHAINE FAMILLE B 
RENFORCEE 

Type 1 – Next intervention (year) 

Column O 
PROCHAINE FAMILLE B 
NORMALE 

Type 2 – Next intervention (year) 

Column P ADV A AVENIR DE RAV If renewal alredy scheduled 

Column Q RAV PREVU EN Potential renewal date 

Column R GROUPE UIC UIC codification assigned to the track (1 to 9) 

Column S VITESSE VOIE DIRECTE Main track limit speed 

Column T VITESSE VOIE DEVIEE Deviated track limit speed 

Column U 
COUPLE DE 
PERIODICITE 

Define periodicity 

Column V TANGENTE Tangent ratio 

Column W MODELE Material reference (model ID) 

Column X PLANCHER  Indicate timber or concrete sleepers 

Column Y POSE  Jointed, welded or incorporated 

Column Z DMAR OBLIGATOIRE Broken switch holder system 

Column AA 
COUSSINETS SANS 
GRAISSAGE 

Bearing (no lubrification) 
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Column AB PP-PR-PSR Ballast profile (full, reinforced, extra reinforced) 

Column AC ANTICHEMINANTS  Rail anchor: implemented or not 

Column AD 
LONGUEUR D’ANCRAGE 
VOIE DEVIEE 

Diverted track anchor length 

Column AE BECHES D’ANCRAGE Safety cap (spade): implemented or not 

Column AF N° BOIS CONCERNES Sleepers ID with safety cap (spade) 

Column AG 
APPAREIL FAISANT 
L’OBJET D’UNE 
DEROGATION 

Turnout derogation (yes or no) 

Column AH N° DEROGATION Derogation number (if concerned) 

Column AI NATURE Turnout incorporated or not 

Column AJ 
DATE INCORPORATION 
REALISEE 

Incorporation date 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°061: ‘ADV’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (TURNOUTS) 

 
 

‘Plancher national’ database (track equipment) 
 
The track equipment database (named “Plancher National”) is also coming from a more complex 
database named ARMEN. From this database (which includes track equipment components and 
additional details) is exported this following data in multiple files: 

• Ballast data, 
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• Sleepers data, 

• Rail data. 
 

Ballast sections 
 

The ballast is the material ensuring the transmission and the distribution of the strengths 
applied by the rolling stock on the track subgrade. It allows to dampen vibrations, permit 
drainage and also anchoring sleepers following longitudinal or cross-section side. Heavy 
mechanical packing (with automatic tamping and levelling machine) is used to correct the 
track geometry on-site if there is enough height of material. The ballast is an essential 
component and the ballast section to implement must be checked to ensure track 
sustainability. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°062: BALLAST USED ON TRACKS 

 
 
The “Ballast” spreadsheet database export (from PANDA tool, indirectly linked to ARMEN 
database) consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A LIGNE Rail line number 

Column B VOIE Track ID 

Column C LIBELLE VOIE Track label 

Column D VOIE PK DBLE Double track station (abscissa) 

Column E PKD Start point station (abscissa) 

Column F PKF End point station (abscissa) 

Column G LONGUEUR Region length 

Column H UP Maintenance agency 

Column I TYPE BALLAST Ballast type 

Column J PROFIL BALLAST Ballast section 
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FIGURE N°063: ‘PLANCHER NATIONAL’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (BALLAST) 

 
 

Sleepers 
 
Rails are laid on timber or concrete sleepers. Concrete sleepers have longer sustainability 
than timber sleepers and their heavier weight ensures a better track stability. 
 
There are two kind of concrete sleepers: 

• Twin-block concrete sleepers which are currently the most used on-site, 

• Prestressed or reinforced concrete sleepers (monobloc), which is becoming 
widespread. 

 

  
 
FIGURE N°064: TWIN-BLOCK CONCRETE SLEEPER AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SLEEPER (MONOBLOC) 
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FIGURE N°065: TIMBER SLEEPER WITH SAFETY CAP AND LONG TIMBER SLEEPERS FOR TURNOUTS 

 
 
The “Sleepers” spreadsheet database export (from PANDA tool, indirectly linked to 
ARMEN database) consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A SIRH_UO ID Number 

Column B LIBELLE_ETBSNCF District premise name 

Column C SIRH_UO_1 Unit ID Number 

Column D DESIGNATION_UP Unit name 

Column E SIRH_UO_2 Area ID Number 

Column F LIBELLE_SEC Area name 

Column G CODE Line code 

Column H NOMVOIE Track name 

Column I LIBELLE_VOIE Complete track name 

Column J MNEMO Type of track 

Column K PKMD_L Start point station (abscissa) – Font n°1 

Column L PKMD Start point station (abscissa) – Font n°2 

Column M PKMF_L End point station (abscissa) – Font n°1 

Column N PKMF End point station (abscissa) – Font n°2 

Column O LIBELLE_TZP Sleepers region (homogeneous or not) 

Column P LIBELLE_TYPETRAVERSE Sleepers type 

Column Q LIBELLE_TYPEATTACHE Fastening type 

Column R ANPOSE Implementation date 

Column S LIBELLE_TPR Rail implementation type 

Column T LIBELLE_STATUT Status (exploited or not) 

Column U LIBELLE_REFNAT National reference 

Column V LIBELLE_DECVS / 
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FIGURE N°066: ‘PLANCHER NATIONAL’ SPREASHEET DATABASE EXPORT (SLEEPERS) 

 
 

Rail sections 
 
Rails must support the rolling stock strengths and ensuring wagon guidance. The 
“Vignole” section profile is the only one still manufactured for the French rail network. The 
profil is very easy to roll due to its symmetrical and balanced shape. It is characterized by 
an enlarged base of rail which allows an efficient fastening on the sleepers. 

 

   
 

FIGURE N°067: UIC COMMON RAIL SECTIONS (60KG/M, 55KG/M, 50KG/M) 
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FIGURE N°068: VARIOUS FASTENINGS ON CONCRETE AND METAL SLEEPERS (NO LONGER USED) 

 
 
The “Rail sections” spreadsheet database export (from PANDA tool, indirectly linked to 
ARMEN database) consists of the following fields: 

 

 Data (French ID) Description 

Column A SIRH_UO ID Number 

Column B LIBELLE_ETBSNCF District premise name 

Column C SIRH_UO_1 Unit ID Number 

Column D DESIGNATION_UP Unit name 

Column E SIRH_UO_2 Area ID Number 

Column F LIBELLE_SEC Area name 

Column G CODE Line code 

Column H CLE_VOIE Region number 

Column I NOMVOIE Track name 

Column J LIBELLE_VOIE Complete track name 

Column K MNEMO Type of track 

Column L PKMD_L Start point station (abscissa) – Font n°1 

Column M PKMD Start point station (abscissa) – Font n°2 

Column N PKMF_L End point station (abscissa) – Font n°1 

Column O PKMF End point station (abscissa) – Font n°2 

Column P LIBELLE_TPR CWR (welded) or traditional sections 

Column Q LONGRAIL Rail component length 

Column R LIBELLE_TYPERAIL Rail section 

Column S ANPOSE Implementation date 

Column T LIBELLE_STATUT Status (exploited or not) 

Column U LIBELLE_TYPEATTACHE Fastening type 

Column V LIBELLE_REFNAT National reference 

Column W LIBELLE_DECV / 
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Column X TRVD Track half cross-section (right/left) 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°069: ‘PLANCHER NATIONAL’ SPREADSHEET DATABASE EXPORT (RAILS) 
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Object libraries 

 
Object libraries have been designed for future data utilization, and to anticipate the BIM-GIS 
connection. Some components have been created especially for this Proof-of-Concept, some 
were already used previously for others projects. 
 

Block references 
 
Points of Interest (POIs) are used for expansion joints (AD), rail defects (DEFRAILS) and defects 
in track geometry (GEOVOIE). These single landmarks were originally designed with Autodesk 
Fusion 360 for embankments corridors and breakerwater project with Mark Cheetham (hydraulic 
engineer at SNCF Réseau). The exported block references in .dwg were reused, modifying the 
scale to match for this project and make it correctly visible in the model. 
 

   
 

FIGURE N°070: SINGLE LANDMARKS DESIGNED WITH AUTODESK FUSION 360 

 
 
The Point of Interest (POI) for glued insulating joints (JIC) was completed with Inventor 
Professional. A rail sketch (according to Autodesk Civil 3D subassembly geometry) is inserted 
first, then the two extrudable devices on either side are designed and we included signal flags to 
improve the vizualisation (and do not loose time with property requests or selection sets using 
Navisworks). The native .ipt file (Inventor part) allows future geometry editions. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°071: INSULATED GLUED JOINTS DESIGNED WITH AUTODESK INVENTOR PROFESSIONAL 
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The Point of Interest (POI) for turnouts is the merging between an Inventor parametric structure 
and a miniature Autodesk Civil 3D corridor (in fact these are 3D Solids coming from a rail corridor 
with two tracks). This semantic display was chosen to make Point of Interest as visible as possible. 
 

   
 

FIGURE N°072: TURNOUT POINT OF INTEREST DESIGN  IN INVENTOR, THEN IN NAVISWORKS AND ARCGIS PRO 

 
 

Sleepers 
 
Two types of sleepers were modeled. 
 

Timber sleepers 
 
Timber sleepers model-authoring was completed with Autodesk Inventor, and the 
parameter table allows to modify the geometry: height, width and thickness. The native 
file format for standard component is .ipt (do not confuse with .iam which is for 
assemblies). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°073: TIMBER SLEEPERS MODEL-AUTHORING USING AUTODESK INVENTOR PROFESSIONAL 
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Concrete sleepers 
 

The concrete sleepers are AutoCAD block references used by Paolo Serra for the 
promotion of the Dynamo4Civil tool in 2019. The rail fastening geometry did not exactly 
matched with SNCF Réseau standard regulations, so these block references have been 
slightly modified for the project. It is not possible to edit these objects natively from a 
parametric tool, editing must be directly performed on AutoCAD shapes and volumes (inert 
solids). 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°074: AUTOCAD BLOCK REFERENCES FOR CONCRETE SLEEPERS (MONOBLOC) 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°075: TRACK INTERCHANGE BETWEEN TIMBER SLEEPERS AND CONCRETE SLEEPERS 
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Design Automation 

 
Visual programming is the process of establishing rules that can describe the relationships among 
the parts of a design, the rules and the relationships are formalized into an algorithm. Dynamo is 
a platform enabling to create this kind of custom tools, allowing to change the geometry but also 
playing with data through list management. 
 

Property Sets 
 
Custom property sets can be defined from the STYLEMANAGER command or directly from the 
ribbon in the "Manage" tab, Property Set Data panel then "Define Property Sets". It allows to 
add additional data to standard AutoCAD objects and Autodesk Civil 3D AEC objects (can be 
intrinsic data or inherent data). This additional data will appears after in the "Extended Data" tab 
in the properties palette. Please find enclosed below comparison: no additional data for the left 
palette, and on the right there are properties sets (here not customized, it is corridor additional 
data brought automatically with the French Country Kit). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°076: NO PROPERTY SETS APPLIED (LEFT) AND PROPERTY SETS APPLIED (RIGHT) 
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To define a customized property set, right-click on the "Property Set Definitions" icon, then 
"New". It is mandatory to achieve tasks in the three tabs: 

• General: describe the property set, author(s), date release, client, project, etc. (Advice: 
beware of the limited number of characters, but you must indicate enough information. 
This tab must be part of your BIM Execution Plan), 

• Applies To: mark to which type(s) of object(s) the property set must be applied. It  could 
be AutoCAD objects, Civil 3D objects, or both. The types of objects are listed in 
alphabetical order (Advice: the list is important, use the horizontal slider), 

• Definition: select the nature of the properties and attributes to be affected. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°077: STYLE MANAGER DIALOG BOX 

 
 
For the "General" tab, be as exact as possible in the description. It is recommended to indicate a 
release number for the property set using a suffix (example: _A01, _A02, _B01, _B02 , etc.). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°078: CREATE A NEW PROPERTY SET (GENERAL TAB) 
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In the "Definition" tab, there are several fields for each attribute: name, description, type, source, 
default, units, format, example, visible and order. Not all of them are required, but it is strongly 
recommended to indicate the name, description, type, mark the "visible" box and indicate order. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°079: ADDING FIELDS IN YOUR PROPERTY SET (DEFINITION TAB) 

 
 
There are several ways to define attributes: manual definition, automatic definition, using formula, 
by classification, by graphic properties, etc. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°080: SEVERAL KIND OF ATTRIBUTES ARE AVAILABLE 

 
 
For this Proof-of-Concept, it is mainly text type attributes that were used, because Dynamo for 
Autodesk Civil 3D reads the fields from databases as string values. Even added URL weblinks 
will be considered as simple texts here. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°081: INSERT SIMPLE TEXT ATTRIBUTE (DEFINITION TAB) 
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The order of the attributes is important. Do not forget to indicate priority values in the right column 
(do not worry when editing matrix, attributes are still automatically reclassified by alphabetical 
order, just click on the header of the rightmost column to filter again in priority order). For 
expansion joints property set for example, there are few attributes and the content remains easily 
interpretable (filtered by priority order or not), but when you will use massive data (i.e. for 
turnouts), be sure to use priority order definition in your convention. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°082: DO NOT FORGET TO PRIORITIZE YOUR ATTRIBUTES (RIGHT-SIDE COLUMN) 

 
 
Please check the screenshot below: it is much more complicated to find your way around for 
turnouts (which have 35 different properties here): 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°083: CHANGE LISTING VIEW FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES PRIORITY 

 
At this stage, keep in mind that these property sets are just fields (containers) for data to associate 
with objects. The content (which is in fact coming from SNCF Réseau’s databases) will not be 
automatically assigned into these containers. It is through Dynamo utilization and design 
automation that we will complete this task. 
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Points of interest 
 
Points of Interest (POIs) are block references that must read a station (abscissa) from database 
exports and must be implemented automatically along corridors. Several devices are concerned: 
expansion devices, turnouts, rail defects, defects in track geometry and glued insulating joints. 
 
The approach consists to filter each corridor concerned through list management operations and 
implement after the correct block references. With these objects, which are single landmarks (and 
with a moderate number in the model), it will be possible to use only one single .dyn script (per 
category) to implement it directly on multiple tracks (hypothesis: and only for the main set of 
tracks, auxiliaries sets of tracks are out-of-scope). This will not be effective for sleepers and 3D 
Solids extracted from corridors in next paragraphs. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°084: SINGLE POINTS OF INTEREST HAVE A MULTIPLE TRACKS TREATMENT 

 
 
The detailed diagram below explains the implementation process: 
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FIGURE N°085: IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FOR SINGLE POINTS OF INTEREST 
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Sleepers and cant 
 
The sleepers (here timber sleepers or prestressed concrete sleepers) are intermittent objects 
which must be implemented automatically on defined regions where we have the start and end 
station (without mandatory having exact object station for each sleeper or information related to 
sleeper spacing, that’s why we will introduce sliders in Dynamo script to allow degrees of 
freedom). 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°086: SLEEPERS REGIONS FOLLOWING CORRIDOR DEFINITION (TIMBER AND CONCRETE SLEEPERS) 

 
 
The visual programming reasoning seems similar to the previous case, except for the list 
management part. Here it will be mandatory to take in consideration an addition functional group 
allowing the sleepers station calculation (each object must have his own abscissa). Unlike former 
Points of Interest (POIs), here there will be one .dyn script to use per corridor to implement 
sleepers. Moreover, you must take in consideration that some regions are dedicated to timber 
sleepers and others to concrete sleepers. Running operations is therefore more time-consuming, 
hence it is important to define input nodes in Dynamo (block references choice, corridors, regions, 
distance between sleepers, cant overlay, etc.) to be able to reuse scripts with the Dynamo Player 
later or on another project. 
 
The detailed diagram below explains the implementation process: 
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FIGURE N°087: IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FOR SLEEPERS AND CANT 
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3D solids extracted from corridors 
 
For 3D Solids coming from corridors, Dynamo scripts approaches differ from what was completed 
previously for Points of Interest (POIs) and sleepers. This time it is no longer enough to "interpret" 
corridor data (i.e. read station/abscissa) but it is necessary to have knowledge about intrinsic 
model-authoring process with Autodesk Civil 3D (in particular codifications fixed with 
Subassembly Composer, especially shape codes linked to 3D Solids).  
 
Please notice to succeed the operation with Dynamo, 3D Solids must be in the same 
drawing as the corridors and not extracted in another drawing. 
 

 

Ballast 
 

Applying Property Sets for ballast 3D Solids is a little bit easier than for rail 3D Solids. 
There are several Dynamo scripts developed, one per corridor for the main set of tracks. 
The first step is to select through Dynamo the correct permanent-way corridor. Once done, 
some querry nodes allow to highlight the shape codes used for corridor model-authoring 
and you must target those dedicated to the ballast. The Baseline.Regions node queries 
the corridor and displays a list of each region in the project. This list must be associated 
to areas defined in the Excel spreadsheet: Dynamo script will seek to apply Property Sets 
fields to appropriate 3D Solids. Then, the information processing will connect data in these 
containers (fields) on the same principle completed previously for sleepers. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°088: QUERY NODE ALLOWING TO SELECT BALLAST GEOMETRY 

 
 
The detailed diagram below explains the implementation process: 
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FIGURE N°089: IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FOR 3D SOLIDS EXTRACTED FROM CORRIDORS (BALLAST CODE) 
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Rail 
 

A similar methodology is carried out for rail sections. However, unlike the previous case 
for the ballast, it was mandatory to "double" the visual programming functional groups. For 
the ballast there was only one shape code to select. For rail sections, it is slightly different 
because there are a right rail section and a left rail section to identify and select through 
Dynamo list management. A different code has been applied for each shape in the 
Subassembly Composer (respectively R1 and R2 code). 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°090: RAIL SHAPE CODES IN SUBASSEMBLY PROPERTIES 

 
 
Applying the same “Rail” shape code to the two rail sections would lead complications for 
section identification and how to select it during Dynamo list management process. 

 
The detailed diagram below explains the implementation process: 
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FIGURE N°091: IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FOR 3D SOLIDS EXTRACTED FROM CORRIDORS (R1 AND R2 RAIL SECTION CODES) 
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Federated model: agency utilization 

 
Navisworks append data from multiple trades to better control outcomes and control schedules 
and costs using 4D and 5D simulation. The software makes possible to facilitate navigation in the 
different permanent-way areas. This Proof-of-Concept model is located in Paris region, which 
means a high density of railway equipments and it was mandatory to rid of the AutoCAD engine 
constraints itself. Points of Interest (POIs) must be regularly updated by Dynamo, due to ad hoc 
database exports. It seemed interesting to move towards Navisworks to build the federated 
model, and also be able to share it. The model owner (BIM Coordinator) will use a Navisworks 
Manage license and will carry out daily exports to agents who will use Navisworks Freedom 
licenses (viewer only) for utilization in agency premises. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°092: NAVISWORKS MANAGE FEDERATED MODEL 

 
 

Aggregate data 
 
The sources appended in Navisworks are 3D Solids exports and not the initial model-authoring 
files with the corridors. It would increase model weight if not. Some AutoCAD Map 3D functions 
were used (by the task panel) to filter and reproject some content in others drawings and prepare 
the BIM-GIS connection (i.e. isolate in new files rail and ballast 3D Solids after Dynamo script 
execution, split CAD layers following object types, etc.). 
 
In Navisworks, add the sources from the "Start" ribbon tab and then click on the "Append" button. 
The sources are visible in the selection tree on the left (remember to change the workspace to 
have the extended workspace). 
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FIGURE N°093: APPEND FILES PER BUSINESS LINE TRADES 

 
 

Data consultation 
 
Custom property sets data added with Dynamo is reachable from the property window anchored 
on the right. Remember to select in the data list the customized tab created by the property set 
defined in Autodesk Civil 3D.  
 

 
 

FIGURE N°094: NAVISWORKS EXTENDED WORKSPACE – AUTODESK CIVIL 3D PROPERTY SETS DATA 
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Advice: in order to facilitate the selection with Navisworks Manage make sure you are in "Last 
unique" selection mode, and with Navisworks Freedom, you will have to select directly the 
correct block reference definition in the selection tree. Navisworks Freedom is free and it is not 
possible to change the selection mode and by default the custom properties sets tabs are not 
displayed by simple visual click on the object (however the data is still available in the free release, 
you must just understand how to have access to it). 
 
 

Hyperlinks 
 
For this Proof-of-Concept, property sets are limited to text attributes (strings) and the links to 
SNCF Réseau’s documentations have been manually defined. You can automatize it with an 
additional development. To have access to the links, made visible it in the "Start" menu and by 
clicking on the "Links" icon. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°095: WEBLINKS ASSOCIATED TO LANDMARKS 

 
 

Export .nwd files 
 
The .nwd exports are for users agents because they do not have the status of BIM Coordinator. 
They do not have access to the master Navisworks project (.nwf) but will be able to consult a 
project archive at T-time (.nwd). To complete this export, use the “Output” ribbon tab and select 
“NWD” in the “Publish” function group. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°096: NWD EXPORT FOR SITE WORKERS AND GLOBAL TEAM SHARING 
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A dialog box appears, allowing to configure the export: 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°097: NWD EXPORT CONFIGURATION 

 
 

And what about rail agents? 
 
As explained earlier in this document, one of the most important point for a proximity manager 
(DPx) is the internal corporate workforce turnover. Managers and technicians are only allowed to 
stay three years at the same geographical job position. Each three years, another employee is 
coming to fill the position (could be an existing employee or a new hiring). The time to be 
comfortable with the internal tools can reach up to 12 months. This is in particular due to infrequent 
utilization for some of it. This bring a tedious aspect for some tasks, and also because tools are 
not centralized. 
 
Monitoring staff criticism is that the human workforce is not at its full potential, and over a 
substantial part of their job position duration. It must be found a way to smooth the HR turnover 
and relieve the handover knowledge process. These improvements are essential to make easier 
and optimize the employee working time. 
 
Another important point is to limit the time required for data consulting and to schedule 
maintenance tasks. Proximity managers (DPx) must spend more time on-site with their teams. 
This job is one of the first position in management ranking: employees must develop their 
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technical skills because the opportunity still allows it. This expertise will follow them during all their 
career journey, and this first position consolidates the knowledge base. 
 
It seems logical that spending less time to schedule and monitor processes allows to spend more 
time for the staff management. It should necessarily lead to a more qualitative team management, 
and therefore increasing skills for agents, and district division. This set of improvements must 
therefore benefit to monitored network sustainability. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°098: EXAMPLE OF INTERNAL PROCEDURES FOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
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BIM-GIS connection 

 
Any organization has at least one territorial dimension challenge to solve: the geographical 
servicing of customers or claimants. The geography (considered as a human science) is the study 
of the earth's surface. Cartography is a technique whose aim is maps delivery, the purpose of 
which is to represent data on a reduced layout representing a territory. 
 

Geographical Information System (GIS) 
 
Geomatics discipline is the association of geography and computer science. It includes surveying 
engineering and is related to geospatial science. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are 
part of geomatics engineering. It is important to target notions of territory, geography and 
cartography. The studied object (the territory) is too often confused with the science allowing to 
apprehend it (geography) and the analysis delivery (the map, obtained by using a technique 
named cartography). 
 
A Geographical Information System (GIS) is a computer information system dealing with objects 
located in the space. The latter is made up of two kind of data: 

• Geometry: allowing to determine shape and location spacing, 

• Alphanumeric data: used to describe geographic objects. 

 
The main use cases for Geographical Information System (GIS) are detailed as follows: 

• Geographic production tool: map deliverables to illustrate studies,  

• Design assistance tool: even if there is more efficient software for design (CAD and BIM 
tools), GIS could be used for preliminary project phase, 

• Manage data warehouses and owner patrimony: GIS can support long-term 
management processes, allowing to periodically update and refresh databases relating an 
organization or skilled division. 

 
The main functions of Geographical Information System (GIS) are detailed below: 

• Data acquisition: relating to data creation and updating in the database, 

• Storage: relating to data structuration and database administration, 

• Extraction: ability to export part of the database into another software (for example use 
CAD drawing software to achieve a preliminary design project or export into cartographic 
software to produce a marketing map), 

• Query and analysis: database assessment using queries (some queries could require 
geometric operators to use geographic factor), 

• Thematic maps layout: display initial data by different colors, 

• Cartographic layouts, maps presentation and plotting: edit an extract of the cadastral 
plan and automatically generate presentations atlas, etc. 
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Autodesk Civil 3D: output preparation 
 
In a drawing, AutoCAD layers are the major method allowing object organization by function or 
service. Layers can reduce the visual complexity of a drawing, and improve general display by 
hiding information that you don't need.  
 

 
 

FIGURE N°099: FLOOR LAYER ISOLATED (DIFFERENT OBJECTS ARE STILL INCLUDED) 

 
 
The objects placed in the layers are not necessarily intrinsically tagged and regarding their 
classification, these are subject to the correct judgment of the draftsman completing the study. 
Frequently, these agents are less meticulous than GIS specialists about data management. They 
often place objects in wrong layers, before others companies or providers exacerbates the 
existing drawing defects. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°100: COMMAND _LAYER FOR A NEW DRAWING WHEN USING AN AUTOCAD TEMPLATE 

 
 
Autodesk Civil 3D uses smart AEC objects, and installing a local Country Kit allows to 
intelligently distributes components when created. Comparatively, the number of AutoCAD layers 
enclosed per default in an Autodesk Civil 3D file  (.dwg) is demultiplied by the Country Kit template 
(.dwt). Check on the screenshot below, you have 94 layers for the Country Kit France: 
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FIGURE N°101: COMMAND _LAYER FOR A NEW DRAWING WHEN USING CIVIL 3D (FRENCH COUNTRY KIT) 

 
 
GIS layers can only be interpreted by an AutoCAD Map 3D or Autodesk Civil 3D (they cannot be 
used with a traditional AutoCAD). GIS layers functioning differs from the CAD layers explained 
previously. 
 
GIS layers represent geospatial data of real objects using feature classes. These layers are 
interpreted by AutoCAD Map 3D and Autodesk Civil 3D as Map Features and are not handled in 
the same manner as CAD objects. GIS layers have geometry representation (points, lines, and 
polygons for 2D GIS) and data collection in a single storage location (named “data table” in the 
Autodesk ecosystem and  “attribute table” in the ESRI ecosystem). The term “data layer” could 
also sometimes be used to refer to a GIS layer. 
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FIGURE N°102: GIS LAYERS VS CAD LAYERS 

 
 
Unlike AutoCAD layers which could include any kind of data due to poor usage practices by CAD 
draftsmen, GIS engineers are very sensitive to data hierarchy. When using a vector database file 
such as for example a shapefile (.shp), make sure that the file represents a single feature class 
(geometry and associated data). Only former Autodesk Spatial Data file format (.sdf), which was 
a competitor of ESRI shapefile, allowed having several feature classes in a single receptacle for 
2D GIS (at the risk of generating errors if there was a wrong data structuration). This fact was 
correct until the release of the third ESRI vectorial file format named geodatabase (.gdb). 
 

Tips and tricks: you can convert 2D GIS data to CAD objects if you have at least an AutoCAD 
Map 3D or Autodesk Civil 3D. To do this, use the MAPIMPORT command. Beforehand, make 
sure that the projection system associated in your .dwg drawing matches with the GIS source. 
In the end, map features will be transcribed into CAD elements. The reverse process can also 
be completed with the MAPEXPORT command. AutoCAD Map 3D and Autodesk Civil 3D 
recognize 2D GIS elements for these workflows (points, lines and polygons) but not multipatch 
feature classes (volumes entities used for 3D GIS). This is why FME must be used to achieve 
the workflow between the three-dimensional Autodesk Civil 3D model-authoring and the 
transcription of the digital model through ArcGIS Pro (nota: the project do not used 2.6 release). 

 
It is important for this exercise to keep in mind that CAD layers which will serve as input must 
have the same data structuration logic as the feature classes (GIS layers) that will be interpreted 
as output by ArcGIS Pro. You must have correct objects in the associated Civil 3D layers. This 
will not only have effects on GIS layers behavior after using the Feature Manipulation Engine 
(FME) tool, but also on the first level of the data structuration (there are multiple types of property 
sets per devices implemented by Autodesk Dynamo: expansion joints, turnouts, glued insulated 
joints, rail defects, defects in track geometry, etc.). 
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FIGURE N°103: STANDARDIZE CAD LAYERS WITH CONVENTION TO HAVE CORRECT OUTPUT FEATURE LAYERS 

 
 

ETL: Extract Transform Load 
 
ESRI and Autodesk are working to interconnect Geographical Information System (GIS) and 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) technologies in multidisciplinary teams and across project 
lifecycles. The vision is an integrated and collaborative workflow, that improves projects 
understanding in their contexts, and reducing redundancies, delays or data loss. The first step for 
the partnership was to import GIS content from ArcGIS Online into InfraWorks through Autodesk 
Connector for ArcGIS. Since, others connectors have followed. 
 
Nowadays, there are three different approaches for BIM – GIS connection:  

• ESRI connector for InfraWorks, 

• ESRI connector for Autodesk Civil 3D / AutoCAD Map 3D,  

• Spatial ETL (Extract – Transform – Load). 
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By using the ESRI connector for Autodesk Civil 3D, it is unfortunately not possible yet to export a 
corridor or extracted 3D Solids to the ESRI ecosystem. Currently, are only concerned by this 
possibility: point groups, alignments, feature lines, parcels (sites) and gravity networks. 

 

Important note: the HUB Sector - Juvisy Station project was carried out between the end of 
2019 and June 2020. The ArcGIS Pro releases evolved from v2.4 to v2.5. The new 2.6 release 
of ArcGIS Pro available since August 2020 brings new functionalities to support natively 
AutoCAD .dwg file format. This documentation does not take into account these new 
functionalities because not available during the project execution. From now, the workflow 
could be simplified although it is not yet possible to completely set aside the ETL tool for the 
transcription of the data (property sets implemented by design automation through Dynamo). 

 
 
When there are no functional connectors for the use cases (here, transcribe an Autodesk 
Civil 3D corridor to ArcGIS Pro), we use a spatial ETL. 
 
ETL is an acronym for Extract – Transform – Load. There are tools for transferring data form one 
kind of database to another. You can find some examples of general IT ETL : IBM Datastage, 
Oracle Data Integrator, Informatica, Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services, Aquafold, Talend, 
etc.  
 
Spatial ETL is a user-created geoprocessing tool allowing data transformation between different 
data models and several file formats. Some examples of spatial ETL: Ogr2ogr, GeoKettle, Spatial 
extension for Talend, Data Interoperability (ArcGIS additional module), FME Workbench (Feature 
Manipulation Engine). 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°104: SAFE SOFTWARE FME OVERVIEW 
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What are differences between single converter to spatial ETL? 

• The converter allows you to transform geographic datasets from one format to another 
(example: FME Quick Translator), 

• An Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tool ensures this transformation, but also offers the 
possibility of completely restructuring the source data model to adapt it to the target model 
(example: FME Workbench), 

• An Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) has processing units (transformers) that modify the 
structure, attributes or features geometry. 

 
 

Safe Software – FME Desktop 2020.1 suite 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°105: FME DESKTOP SUITE 

 
 
The FME Desktop suite is made up of: 

• FME Workbench: main tool to conceive data conversion and transformation 
processes. 

• FME Data Inspector: visualization tool used to analyze the datasets to be 
processed and the results of this processing, 

• FME Quick Translator: simple converter supporting reprojection, but without 
modifying the structure or the data values, 

• fme.exe: FME engine accessible from command line (Windows / Linux / MacOS), 

• FME Server: web application server (additional pricing). 
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There is an intrinsic structure differentiation between Autodesk Civil 3D and ArcGIS Pro. 
Autodesk Civil 3D uses 3D Solids extracted for corridors, or block references implemented with 
Dynamo for rail equipment (POIs, OLE masts, signalling panels, etc.). ArcGIS Pro uses volumetric 
elements (class entities) considered as multipatch type. There are no direct links between it. 

 
Some key concepts must be remembered for BIM – GIS connection using FME Workbench: 

• FME Workbench is a visual programming tool (scripts use .fmw file format), 

• FME Workbench uses transformers to keep the geometry between the input and the 
output source (geodatabase file format for this project), 

• FME Workbench uses transformers to transcribe Autodesk Civil 3D property sets to GIS 
layers and associated attribute tables (and this function is still not available with ArcGIS 
Pro 2.6). 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°106: TRANSFORMERS CARRY OUT DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA OPERATIONS 

 
 
FME contains a large number of formats because there are so many different fields that use 
spatial data. The CAD drawing file (.dwg) is defined as the input data. You must define the 
coordinate system and the CAD layers to transcribe. The ESRI geodatabase (.gdb) is defined as 
the output data. The coordinate system will be assigned automatically to be the same as the input, 
and you must indicate to Feature Manipulation Engine (FME) which kind of data you need: points, 
lines, polygones or multipatch entities. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°107: INPUT DATA CONFIGURATION VS OUTPUT DATA CONFIGURATION 
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The detailed diagram below explains the implementation process: 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°108: TRANSFORM CIVIL 3D MODEL-AUTHORING TO GEODATABASE FILE FORMAT AND KEEP DATA 

 
 

Insert datasources in ArcGIS Pro 
 
A new project is created in ArcGIS Pro (.aprx format), starting with a default 2D Map. The first 
step is to define the coordinate system of this map. Go to the “Contents” panel anchored on the 
left, then right-click on the map name and choose “Properties”. In the "Coordinate Systems" 
tab, you must search projection system by typing "CC49" and click on ‘Enter’ keyboard. In the 
section “Projected coordinate system”, select “National Grids” then “France” and finally choose 
“RGF 1993 CC49”. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°109: DEFINE MAP PROPERTIES IN ARCGIS PRO 
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The ArcGIS Pro project has its own internal geodatabase set up when the project was created 
(SNCF - Gare de Juvisy.gdb). We are going to connect to additional geodatabases (resulting from 
output readers and FME processing) to insert Feature Classes into the project. Databases added 
to the project are available in the Catalog window as shown below: 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°110: YOU CAN LINK SEVERAL GDB FILES TO THE PROJECT 

 
 
To switch from 2D GIS Map to 3D GIS Map with ArcGIS Pro, several approaches are possible: 

• Add all data sources in the 2D Map then convert it into a local scene or a global scene 
(beware of the latter, the only projection system available is GCS WGS 1984, which is in 
fact the standard for mapping services online such as Google Maps for example), 

• Directly create a global scene (WGS84/LL84) and add data sources, 

• Create a local scene (allows national projection systems) and add data sources. 
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FIGURE N°111: FIRST PROJECT GEOMETRY OVERVIEW (GLOBAL SCENE, WITHOUT COLOR AND ANY DATA) 

 
 
Initially, data geometry is in black and white. It is important to stylize it according to the visual 
rendering expected. Here the tridimensional geometry (multipatch feature classes) can be 
customized such as traditional 2D GIS features (points, lines and polygons). 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°112: SYMBOLOGY OPERATIONS ON FEATURE CLASS TO APPLY COLORS 
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The result displays instantly on the screen. This rendering will be retained later when exporting 
layers to ArcGIS Online for web or mobile use. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°113: COMMERCIAL SCENE OVERVIEW (GEOMETRY, COLOR AND DATA AVAILABLE) 

 
 

Scene Layer Packages: preparation to web utilization (WebGL) 
 
The files processed by the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) are reused in ArcGIS Pro to obtain 
Scene Layer Packages (SLPKs). These are 3D Scenes packages allowing web visualization in 
ArcGIS Online (AGOL). This processing is mandatory to be able to visualize the digital model with 
a tablet. You can not use directly the ArcGIS Pro feature classes with WebGL technology.  
 
Point clouds are transformed in Point Cloud Scene Layer Packages by the “Create Point Cloud 
Scene Layer Package” geoprocessing function. The Autodesk Civil 3D model-authoring is 
considered as multiples volumes which are our 3D Solids (in ESRI ecosystem, they are talking 
about multipatch feature classes). To transform the 3D Solids, use the "Create 3D Object Scene 
Layer Package" geoprocessing function. 
 
 

ArcGIS Online 
 
There are two approaches to upload a 3D Scene to ArcGIS Online: 

• Start from the ArcGIS Pro ribbon, in the "Share" tab select the sharing function as a "Web 
Scene". Then, continue with the export wizard, 

• Create directly the 3D Scene with ArcGIS Online. 
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The second option was chosen. In ArcGIS Online, select the "My Contents" tab and create a 
specific folder for the project (thus data will only be available by the owner per default and not for 
all the company or partners associated). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°114: ARCGIS ONLINE PROJECT PANNEL 

 
 
Before creating the 3D Scene, you must upload manually each Scene Layer Package (SLPK): 
those for point clouds (Point Clouds Scene Layer Packages) and those of Civil 3D model-
authoring (3D Object Scene Layer Packages). Our digital terrain model and buildings shapes are 
not affected because it is a direct connection to ESRI France’s external databases. 
 
You must come and click on the "Add an element" button in ArcGIS Online. This upload operation 
may seem long and tedious, but it is mandatory. For each Scene Layer Package (SLPK) 
uploaded, you must indicate a tag. Here is applied "Juvisy" (project name). This label is an 
essential common denominator allowing to merge sources and build the 3D scene. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°115: UPDATE SLPK FILES ONLINE 

 
 
Once all the Scene Layer Packages (SLPKs) are uploaded, create the 3D Scene. Click on the 
“Scene” link at the top in the white ribbon. 
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FIGURE N°116: CREATE AN ARCGIS ONLINE SCENE 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°117: CREATE A NEW SCENE 

 
 
Click on the "New scene" button. A wizard appears on the left. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°118: SCENE CREATION PANEL 
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You must come and click on "Add layers". 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°119: ADD LAYERS 

 
 
Automatically, ArcGIS Online asks to select contents already uploaded (hence all the SLPKs had 
to be uploaded beforehand). Search by tag: here entering "Juvisy" project name at the top of the 
search box. Tag filtering option is also available on the right side (it detects all the tags used on 
projects). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°120: SELECT EACH SLPK FILES WITH COMMON PROJECT TAG 

 
 
Add the sources manually one by one by clicking on the "+" button. To add additional external 
sources (i.e. detailed digital terrain model, buildings layer, etc.), define it with the "Enter the layer 
URL" button. 
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FIGURE N°121: CONNECT TO ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 
 
To come back to the previous dialog box, click on the "Done" button. However, do not create 
directly the scene. In “Properties” at the bottom, click on the arrow to the right: 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°122: DEFINE SCENE PROPERTIES 

 
 
Define the 3D Scene properties: title, summary, tags, background color. It is also possible to 
modify after the thumbnail displayed in the ArcGIS Online explorer. Regarding the tag scene, add 
at least one key code (i.e. project name), with potential additional tags to allow filtering in the 
future. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°123: ADD THUMBNAIL AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 
 
The last important step before creating the scene is to modify ground configuration. At the bottom 
of the screen, click on the “Ground” button. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°124: CONFIGURE THE GROUND BEHAVIOR 
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Enable the underground navigation. It allows to move and rotate spacially under the ground such 
as in InfraWorks. If the option is disabled, the camera refuses to go under the ground and remain 
dropped against the ground in the case of low-angle shots. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°125: ALLOW UNDERGROUND VIEW 

 
 
Now click on “Save scene”. It appears then in the ArcGIS Online project folder with all Scene 
Layer Packages (SLPKs) uploaded previously. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°126: THE NEW SCENE IS NOW AVAILABLE ON PROJECT PANEL 

 
 
You can now click on it. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°127: ARCGIS ONLINE PROJECT LAUNCH 
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To view the 3D Scene, simply click on the thumbnail which will display "Open in Scene Viewer". 
Once open, unmark the 3D Solids with "Tie" code to hide sleepers subassembly shapes (as a 
reminder, the "Tie" code is the Subassembly Composer shape code relating to sleepers sections, 
and it is extruded along path corridor and we do not want to display it here, because only sleeper’s 
block references implemented with Dynamo are important). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°128: SCENE IS AVAILABLE ONLINE 

 
 
Point clouds can also be displayed or not in the 3D Scene. In the right-side layer panel, 
mark/unmark the “LasDataset” layer if you need to hide it. 
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Model on-site 

 
SNCF Réseau and Gares & Connexions wished to take over digital twin technology. The 
objectives are multiple: train stations renovation, better knowledge about network assets, 
complete maintenance operations in optimized conditions, etc. The three-dimensional network 
model will be enhanced by data in real time due to IoT devices. 
 

From BIM to GIS  
 
ArcGIS Pro is a modern, fast and powerful GIS application for creating beautiful 2D and 3D maps, 
analyzing data and creating geographic knowledge. ArcGIS Pro was used to transcribe the BIM 
model into a geographic context using 3D GIS. Since Autodesk Civil 3D 2020, a connector allows 
to receive and send data to ArcGIS Online. The aim was to identify its behavior during this Proof-
of-Concept, and take the best decisions based on these results. The Extract-Transform-Load 
(ETL) tool FME (Feature Manipulation Engine) was necessary used to bring data issued from the 
digital model to ArcGIS Pro (v2.6 was not still released during the project execution). 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°129: MODEL-AUTHORING RENDERING WITH DATA IN ARCGIS PRO 

 
 
ArcGIS Pro 2.6 release should facilitate native exchanges between Autodesk Civil 3D and ESRI 
products. It is now possible to interpret the geometry of a drawing file (.dwg) without using an ETL 
tool (which was not yet possible during this project). Work conditions must become easier for 
engineering teams with native interoperability, although it won’t be possible to completely ban 
ETL utilization, especially when you have to handle complex data flows. 
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ArcGIS Online: from agency premises to site utilization 
 
ArcGIS Online is Software as a Service (SaaS): it can be used anytime, anywhere. Maps evolve 
so that hundreds or even millions of people can interact at the same time. ESRI takes care of 
software updates and maintenance, so concentrate on your job. 
 
ArcGIS runs in your own infrastructure, secured on your local network (on-premise mode) or on 
cloud platforms such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure. The solution can be 
deployed on a single machine or on a distributed system. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°130: USE ARCGIS ONLINE TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE WEBSCENE ON-SITE 

 
 
ArcGIS Online (AGOL) was the given solution during this Proof-of-Concept to bring the digital 
model on site. Workflows had to be developed to interconnect BIM and GIS data. 
 

Data exploitation 
 
The main advantage to use this model on-site is to provide for field operators to have a visual on 
all the defects and track inheritance. Multiple processes result from this utilization. During the 
inspections of the lines, agents have an accurate visibility allowing quality improvement. During 
the preparation process, the model saves time due to an easier data crossing. Inspections on-
site focuse on targeted defects, but it is interesting to be able to extand to additional details. The 
aim is to have precision and data completeness for the mission. 
 

Moreover, a process can be set up to send information to the hierarchy more easily. Indeed, by 
hypertext links associated to objects, each agent must be able to forward the information in a 
folder dedicated to district management if on-site issue do not cover the expected type.  
 

Regarding existing tools, it is still possible to bring some data coming from various databases to 
make the model more efficient. For example, retrieving photos can increase data accuracy. It also 
capitalizes existing processes in business applications (existing data valuation). 
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The future with GIS use cases: from AEC proof-of-concept to digital twin 
 
ArcGIS is a web GIS platform, which means that in its architecture the tool incorporates new 
technologies allowing connection to real-time data flows through APIs and webservices. We can 
thus report data from on-site sensors, connected objects, social networks, etc. The tool can 
become a data aggregator, a real dashboard that will govern varied data flows. The layout is 
visual, in a three-dimensional environment, whether in the office premises or on a tablet touch 
screen on-site. All these elements tend towards a monitoring and hypervision solution. ESRI 
France already started to work about it by making available datasets named “CityDashboard 
Paris” and “CityDashboard Grand-Lyon”. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°131: CITY DASHBOARD GRAND LYON (ESRI FRANCE) 

 
 
The real-time data flows that could eventually be used by SNCF Réseau in a digital twin are: 

• Waze API road traffic, accidents and fieldworks data, 

• Closed circuit television (CCTV) camera flows: SNCF SUGE security teams, 

• Data flows on self-service bicycle stations, 

• Data flows from electric vehicle terminals, 

• Cultural events flows (OpenAgenda API), 

• Twitter publication streams (Twitter Streaming API), 

• Data flows from NetAtmo weather stations (NetAtmo Weather API), 

• Data flows related to ticketing equipment and information panels, 

• Data flows about railway traffic. 
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WAZE – Traffic information, accidents, crashs and road works 
 

Real-time road traffic data can be displayed by connecting to the Waze API. The software 
corporation, part of Google since 2013, provides an API for corporations that are members 
of the Connected Citizens Program (CCP). It is possible to extract data relating to traffic 
status and incidents encountered by users. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°132: CITY DASHBOARD GRAND LYON (ESRI FRANCE) 

 
 
These road traffic data could be used to inform SNCF’s passengers about the state of 
transport, to adapt their routes more easily. Gares & Connexions would be the primary 
division using this kind of data flow. To go further, SNCF Réseau set up in August 2020 a 
partnership with Waze to alert drivers when approaching a level crossing in order to 
prevent accidents. This is an important improvement in terms of road safety because level 
crossings are singular points. The software corporation integrated the 15.000 level 
crossings of the national rail network into its application. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°133: WAZE PARTNERSHIP WITH SNCF RESEAU 
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SUGE – Closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras 
 

In France, rail security is mainly consisting of the General Surveillance (SUGE). This 
SNCF railway police’s mission is to protect, assist and secure passengers, company staff 
and estate throughout the SNCF network. 
 

  
 

FIGURE N°134: SUGE – RAIL SECURITY BY SNCF 

 
 
Closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras are equipment used by agents working at the 
national security command post. This command room handles emergency calls and 
requests from SUGE teams in a defined territory. Implementing real-time data flows in a 
cartographic context is a subject currently in consideration inside the group. 
 
ArcGIS platform already makes possible to transcribe live video stream taken by a camera. 
The “CityDashboard Grand-Lyon” portal connects to YouTube live streaming 
broadcasts. For an owner such as SNCF (who does not necessarily want to make video 
surveillance streams accessible on external platform), additional developments must be 
carried out to establish a connection to private internal servers. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°135: CITY DASHBOARD GRAND LYON (ESRI FRANCE) 
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EFFIA – Car parks 
 
Created by the SNCF group in 1998 and now subsidiary of the Keolis Group since 2010, 
EFFIA is a service operator for public passenger transport and employs around 1.200 
employees. Apart from expanding its historic market for car parks near railway passenger 
buildings, the company has also diversified some business into the public hospital sector. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°136: CAR PARKS DIVISION 

 
 
The data flows from car parks can be reused for cartographic utilization by displaying the 
number of spaces occupied, the number of spaces still available, the filling rate, etc. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°137: CITY DASHBOARD GRAND LYON (ESRI FRANCE) 
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Geotechnics 
 
GIS can also facilitate and optimize the integration of geophysical and geotechnical data. 
For SNCF, it is important to establish the geological, geotechnical and hydrogeological 
characteristics of the land dedicated to railway infrastructures. The technical engineering 
division in Saint-Denis created an earthworks and hydraulics department to answer to 
these problems. 
 
Represent and interpret geotechnical surveys is always easier with three-dimensional 
models. At this time, it is not yet possible to operate them directly by maintenance agents. 
However, the data associated to this discipline (drilling coordinates, water levels, test 
values, etc.) would be useful in establishing maintenance programs. Allow a connection 
to geological data is still under investigation for the next stages of this proof-of-concept. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°138: LANDSLIDE IN FRANCE, SEVRES (2020) 

 
 

Multiple-owner infrastructure 
 
CDG Express is a rail link project between Paris East station and Charles-de-Gaulle 
airport, the second most important airport connection hub in Europe (after London 
Heathrow airport in the United-Kingdom), and the tenth largest airport in the world in 2018 
for passenger traffic (72.2 million of passengers). 
 
The CDG Express work site is being managed by a new infrastructure manager owned 
equally by French ‘Groupe ADP’, ‘SNCF Réseau’ and ‘Caisse des Dépôts’. CDG 
Express represents the combined strength of three experts in mobility and regional 
planning. CDG Express is committed to bringing the airport closer to the city, improving 
the infrastructure for daily trains, and helping to relieve congestion on the RER B transit 
line and highways, and to provide quality service for airport users. 
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FIGURE N°139: FINANCING, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE RAIL LINK 

 
 
The SNCF Réseau builder is responsible for the design and construction of the rail 
infrastructure that will accommodate the CDG Express trains. The ADP airport builder is 
responsible for the design and construction of the infrastructure in airport area: the tunnels 
under the airport runways, and the development of a new train station near the existing 
RER B terminus and set of tracks. 
 
The SNCF Réseau maintainer performs infrastructure maintenance services exept for 
station maintenance and facilities (airport station and Paris East station) and the Charles 
de Gaulle airport section. The SNCF Réseau maintainer is also responsible for leading 
major maintenance and renewal maintenance on behalf of the joint-venture. The ADP 
maintainer performs maintenance services for station facilities located in the Charles de 
Gaulle airport area and the infrastructure maintenance inside the airport which he also 
owns. 
 
This project is a unique prototype for SNCF Réseau, due to the complexity of maintenance 
in airport sector, and with a very disparate technical level between the two operators who 
must agree on the common infrastructure management. The land coverages held by 
Aéroports de Paris are much smaller than the national rail network, but the on-board 
technologies used by ADP for many years are maturing: 

• Advanced management of GIS services, 

• Centralized management of transport flows and allocation of mobility resources, 

• Valet robot service in parking areas, 

• Geolocated and automatic mower service, 

• Falconry service to protect the airport runways, 

• Business services (events, personalized reception), 

• Etc. 
 
The data flows to be implemented are much numerious than traditional rolling stock 
operation. The construction of the infrastructure must achieve around 2024/2025, and it 
must be interesting to see how the operators will coordinate for the maintenance. 
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Microsoft PowerBI 
 
Power BI is a collection of software services, apps, and connectors to turn unrelated 
sources of data into coherent, visually immersive, and interactive insights. Data may be 
an Excel spreadsheet, or a collection of cloud-based and on-premises hybrid data 
warehouses. Microsoft Power BI consists of: 

• A Windows desktop application called Power BI Desktop, 

• An online SaaS (Software as a Service) service called the Power BI service, 

• Power BI mobile apps for Windows, iOS, and Android devices. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°140: MICROSOFT POWERBI APPS 

 
 
Before, you used Excel to manipulate your data and perform analyzes: forecasts, inventory 
management, reporting, etc. Although very helpful, Excel remains a static tool and limited 
as regards the visual restitution of data. PowerBI is becoming the future of Excel on this 
point by allowing very fast filtering, cross-referencing and data formatting through many 
graphic forms: charts, histograms, diagrams, maps, etc. 
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FIGURE N°141: SAMPLE OF POWERBI DELIVERABLES 

 
 

The next step for SNCF Réseau is to locally shaping various data sources issued from the 
historical heritage. The current employees are very attached to Excel spreadsheets and 
will update skills in this new type of tool. Then, it will be possible to continue efforts related 
to the prototype already built in the ESRI ecosystem. ArcGIS Maps for Power BI is a 
custom data visualization built into Microsoft Power BI that enables reports and 
dashboards to take advantage of mapping capabilities. 

 

 
 

FIGURE N°142: ARCGIS MAPS FOR POWER BI (SOURCE: ESRI) 
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ArcGIS Maps for Power BI is a mapping visualization that allows to go deeper with maps 
and complete the following tasks: 

• Geographically activate your data more efficiently, 

• Display your data with intelligent cartographic themes, 

• Make selections based on surfaces, 

• Understand the demographics of the surfaces that interest you. 
 
With ArcGIS Maps for Power BI, you can easily add data to a map and visualize it in 
innovative ways. Once your ArcGIS Maps for Power BI map visualizations are finalized, 
you can publish your Power BI dashboards and reports to share. 

 
 

Collection and dissemination of data flows 
 

Web scenes are three-dimensional online maps that can contain: 

• Basemap layers (raster or vector), 

• Elevation layers (raster terrain model), 

• Feature layers (2D/3D), 

• Scene layers (3D objects, meshes, point clouds or 3D points). 
 
ArcGIS has all the components to dynamically integrate real-time data flows on-the-fly, 
whether complex or not. By using modern integration technologies (API, SDK, etc.), 
ArcGIS becomes an essential base to construct a real territory digital twin. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°143: REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION (SOURCE: ESRI) 
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There are two different approaches allowing dynamic data feeds integration from web 
APIs. It depend on data source refresh rate: 

• A real-time approach (high data refresh rate), 

• An approach by ad hoc queries (less frequent query rate). 
 
In the case of a real-time approach with an important data refresh rate, it will be mandatory 
to combine the ArcGIS Enterprise solution to ArcGIS GeoEvent Server. The latter 
includes connectors for all common data sources (GPS vehicles position, mobile devices, 
sensors, SCADA systems, social media). It also allows to create customized connector if 
you need to connect to another data source. GeoEvent Server is an efficient and rapid 
decision-making tool taking in consideration new, up-to-date or frequently changing data 
sources. It offers automatic processing and continuous data filtering. 
 

 
 

FIGURE N°144: ARCGIS GEOEVENT SERVER FOR ARCGIS ENTERPRISE (SOURCE: ESRI) 

 
 

 


